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D-Hall employee serves his desserts with a side of trivia
By JULLIAN KLINE
contributing writer

JORDAN CMEYLA / THE BREEZE

D-Hall employee Steven Meyer, 25, enjoys holding intelligent conversations with
students. “I’m serving the future minds of our time, and that’s a big deal.”

Looking for brain food? Start at the dessert
station.
Steven Meyer, , works full-time as a superviser at D-Hall, but customers are finding out
he’s not just an average employee.
Working primarily in the desserts section,
Meyer is in his sixth year at JMU Dining Services. As students approach the array of sweets,
Meyer plays a trivia game, in which customers
choose the topic and try to answer the question
Meyer thinks up.
Originally from Maryland, Meyer moved to
New Market at the age of . He enjoys movies,
books and baking. He said he’s been cooking for
his family and helping out in the kitchen since
the age of .
Meyer’s lighthearted personality and extensive knowledge keep D-Hall goers coming back

for more.
“I don’t pretend to know everything,” Meyer
said, laughing. “Some topic choices might be
like mythology, anatomy or animals.”
Meyer talks with his customers like an old
friend would.
“He’s a really sweet guy,” said Katherine
Hussey, a freshman psychology major. “He’s
always smiling and asks how your day’s been.
He always wants to talk with you and have a conversation with you and engage you. He’s just a
naturally nice person.”
After picking a topic, the customer then
chooses a subtopic. While Meyer waits he’ll
usually refill plates and greet other customers
or answer questions about the food.
“The subcategories can be anything,” Meyer
said. “I usually prompt them towards a genre or
particular actor in movies, or if they picked history,
see QUIZ, page B2

Crime rates low despite recent incidents, student opinions
By GEORGINA BUCKLEY
The Breeze

Alumna Amanda Thompson thinks
that crime has definitely increased in
the Harrisonburg area, but statistics
indicate otherwise.
The  graduate said she wasn’t
worried about violent crime when she
was a resident adviser during her time
at JMU.
“As an RA I never heard about anything crazy and I never saw anything
in the DN-R about violent crime,”
Thompson said.
Thompson guessed that one reason
for what she perceives as an increase
might be because of social media or
more timely notifications being sent
out to students.
Thompson might be right.
Crime statistics indicate that violent
crime has actually gone down over the
last four years in the Harrisonburg
area. But there have been more timely notifications sent out in  than in
any year previously.
Violent crimes include rape, homicide, aggravated assault and robbery.
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JMU Police Chief Lee Shifflett said
a timely notice is sent out to warn the
campus about imminent threats to the
community when there are currently
no suspects in custody.
The amount of timely notifications
sent out to students aren’t an accurate assessment of crime, according
to Shifflett, who also said arrests from
year to year are down.
“I think we’re more informed now,

since we have more officers off campus,” Shifflett said.
After Springfest in , JMU police
officers started patrolling off campus
in addition to the Harrisonburg Police
Department.
But members of the JMU community still believe that crime has increased
in the Harrisonburg area.
When asked if crime had increased
on The Breeze Facebook page, senior

CONTACT Georgina Buckley
at breezenews@gmail.com.

JMU gets ‘Shmacked’

>> AXIS dance company
features dancers with
and without disabilities,
page B1

Independent filmmakers document most prominent party schools
By MATT SUTHERLAND
and GEORGINA BUCKLEY
The Breeze

The floor started to bend Thursday night on the third floor of a
University Fields apartment building. Then there was a crack. Then
the police and fire department came.
Two apartments are now evacuated
and have been temporarily deemed
unsafe to live in.
Partygoers could have been
many things this weekend: wasted,
bombed, twisted, hammered or just
plain drunk. But everyone was about
to be “shmacked.”
“I’m Shmacked” creators Arya
Toufanian, , and Jeffrie “Yofray”
Ray, , have been searching the
country for the most prominent party
schools, filming their findings along
the way. According to the group’s
Twitter account, the “I’m Shmacked”
film crew was at Thursday night’s
near-collapse.
“im shmacked at jmu = s*** show
and broken floors … gonna be a good
weekend,” one retweet on its Twitter
feed said.
Juniors Sarah Buckingham and
Katie Casey said they were on the
second level of their  Devon
Lane residence when they noticed
the third-floor party of about 
people caused their shared roof/ceiling to bend.
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Justin Totten, an accounting major,
wrote that there was “no question”
that crime had increased.
Freshman Samantha Boyd, in
response to the question, wrote only
two words: “Devon Lane.”
But the statistics do indicate that the
amount of crime on Devon Lane has
gone up.
While it appears crime around
Devon Lane has doubled from four

incidents of robbery, one reported
incident of aggravated assault and
one rape on Devon Lane in  to
three incidents of robbery, eight incidents of aggravated assault and two
incidents of rape in , three of
those seven assault incidents in 
occurred in the same -hour period.
In Devon Lane,  and  statistics for crime were steady, with five
aggravated assaults, two robberies
and one rape in  and six aggravated assaults and one rape in .
Statistics also indicated that overall violent crime in Harrisonburg has
gone down from  incidents in 
to  in .
Thompson said during her time as
an undergraduate at JMU, she worked
at Chanello’s delivering pizzas, but
quit because she heard there was a
stabbing near an apartment where
she delivered a pizza.
But if the statistics are anything to go
by, it’s safer to deliver pizzas now than
it was during her time as a student.
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NEWS
Major decision

Choosing the field you love
doesn’t always guarantee
a hefty paycheck.

A7

OPINION
TV controversy

“Modern Family” episode
with a cursing toddler sparks
an unnecessary debate.
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Jeffrie “Yofray” Ray, 18, (above)
directs the “I’m Shmacked” project,
alongside producer Arya Toufanian, 19.

“There was a song change and we
noticed that everyone upstairs was
jumping or something,” Casey said.
“That’s when we heard a loud crack
and noticed the ceiling caved in.”
Nobody was hurt, but fire department chief Larry Shifflett said the
two residences would need further
assessment before tenants could live
there again.
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LIFE
Trombone triumph

Fourth annual trombone
festival showcases local
and national talent.

In the past few months, “I’m
Shmacked” has visited University
of Michigan, West Virginia University and Pennsylvania State
University. Teaser trailers for each
can be found on their YouTube
account, YofrayFilms.
As told to an anonymous cameraman working with “I’m Shmacked,”
Toufanian and Ray said the project
was all about two things: “partying and watching girls make out.”
The group’s Facebook page says all
beer and illegal substances used are
“props” and not actually used, but
the cameraman said that’s false.
JMU may seem out of place for
the large-school settings that “I’m
Shmacked” has visited. It’s the smallest college on its planned -stop
roster and also in the smallest town.
The crew’s Twitter account said it
doesn’t tell everyone where it’s filming, but if you “ask around, you’ll find
us.” The group also posted a Tweet
minutes before a party with a phone
number to call for information, only
to delete the post minutes later.
Searching for the crew may be
difficult at times. The group relies
heavily on social media to interact with clientele, which can also
be a hotbed for Internet rumors.
Several parties this weekend were
rumored to host “Shmacked,” but few
see SHMACKED, page A4
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SPORTS
Diver duo

Nicole Jotso and Kim Helfrich
combine for five CAA Diver
of the Weeks this season.
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horoscopes
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
Let today be about reflecting on
what’s next in your career, in your
relationships, in family, in projects and
commitments. What do you want to
accomplish? Financially, opportunities
abound this year. Direct them for
maximum impact.

AQUARIUS
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You may
notice hidden
motivations or reconsidered
personal views or opinions.
Avoid scandal.
PISCES
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Focus on the
space around
the limitations.
Wisdom builds with every failed
step.
ARIES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Communications
about actions get
through, whereas
actions themselves could get
blocked or obstructed. Take it
easy.
TAURUS
(March 21-April 19)
Don’t let worries
about money
interfere with love. You may as
well listen, though you might
have to compromise.
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LEO
(June 21-July 22)
The energy is there
to propel your inner
thoughts out into
the world. What will you relay?
VIRGO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Expand your
influence. Talk
about your fantastic project with
imaginative flair. Paint a picture
with an inspiring possibility.
LIBRA
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Avoid initiating
important projects
or buying mechanical equipment,
if you can. Finish off old business.
SCORPIO
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Retrograde Mars
especially affects
Scorpio. Find support with
family when it comes to making
decisions. When one door closes,
another one opens.

GEMINI
(April 20-May 20)
Mars goes
retrograde today
(until April 14). Avoid signing
contracts between now and
then, since vitality is lacking.

SAGITTARIUS
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
You have an excuse
to get out of town
and shake things up a bit. Visit
family, maybe, or take a day
trip. Make room for love and
anything’s possible.

CANCER
(May 21-June 20)
Set an intention;
the New Moon is
an especially fertile time for
planting promises. Take care
of your heart. Keep it healthy.
Practice love.

CAPRICORN
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
When it comes to
making money, you
have the power.
Focus your energy on what is
really attractive to you. Ask a
trusted adviser for guidance.

4 Florida A&M
students
arrested on
hazing charges

band have been arrested and
charged with hazing.
Band members Hakeem
Birch, Denise Bailey, Anthony
Mingo and Brandon Benson
were each arrested on a misdemeanor charge of hazing
and booked into the Leon
County jail, according to a jail
official and court documents.
They each posted bail and
were released Thursday night.
Mingo also was arrested on misdemeanor

Dan Devine
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MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper
of James Madison University, serves
student, faculty and staff readership by
reporting news involving the campus
and local community. The Breeze strives
to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in First Amendment
rights.
Published Monday and Thursday
mornings, The Breeze is distributed
throughout James Madison University
and the local Harrisonburg community.
Comments and complaints should be
addressed to Torie Foster, editor.

Today

The Orlando Sentinel

ORLANDO, Fla. — Four
more members of Florida A&M
University’s famed marching
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NATION&WORLD
US envoy gives
Taliban terms
for peace talks
McClatchy Newspapers

KABUL, Afghanistan — The
Taliban must promise to disassociate from international
terrorism and affirm their
desire to participate in tentative
talks on a political settlement
to the war in Afghanistan, a
senior U.S. official said on
Sunday.
Marc Grossman, the the
U.S. special envoy to Afghanistan and Pakistan, said during
a visit to Kabul that Pakistan
also had to play a key role in
any peace talks, but sought to
downplay tensions stemming
from Islamabad’s decision not
to allow Grossman to visit Pakistan as planned.

At least 14
killed in
explosions;
Muslim
Brotherhood
wins Egyptian
elections
McClatchy Newspapers

NEW YORK — At least 
people died yesterday after
explosions struck a police
truck carrying prisoners in
Syria in the latest violence
to strike the Middle Eastern
country, according to reports
on Saturday.
Citing a government opposition group and official sources,
the Associated Press reported
the blasts in a region that has
become a focal point in the

charges of possession of
marijuana and possession of
narcotics equipment.
Birch, , and Mingo, ,
were among the nearly 
FAMU students who were suspended from the band in early
November when the university
launched an investigation into
complaints of hazing within the clarinet and trombone
sections.
The two young men are
accused of paddling students

Grossman said that once
the Pakistani parliament completes a review of Islamabad’s
badly strained relations with
Washington, “I will be glad to
meet them anytime.”
Jawid Ludin, Afghan deputy foreign minister, said at a
news conference with Grossman that “the role of Pakistan
is crucial.”
“I am looking forward to
the Taliban to be clear about
breaking their ties with international terrorism, denounce
it, distance themselves from it,
and also they should say they
are prepared to participate in
Afghan peace process,” Grossman said.
The Taliban recently
announced it agreed to open
an office for peace talks in the
Gulf state of Qatar.
“For an office to open, we
need a clear statement from
the Taliban against international terrorism and support

for the peace process to end
the armed conflict in Afghanistan,” Grossmann said.
Ludin emphasized that the
office hasn’t been established.
“There are many steps we
should take, but in principle
we support the establishment
of an office in Qatar,” he said.
Grossman also confirmed
a meeting between U.S. and
Haqqani group of insurgents.
“We had one meeting with
Haqqani network,” Grossmann
said.
The Haqqani network is
an insurgent group fighting
U.S.-led NATO forces and the
Afghan government. It was
an ally of America during the
s against the Soviet Union.
It now operates on both sides
of the Afghanistan-Pakistan
border and is believed to be
based in Pakistan’s Waziristan
tribal region. The network is
allied with Taliban.

-month rebellion against Syrian President Bashar al-Assad.
The police truck attack was
blamed on “terrorists” near
a Turkish border area where
fighting has occurred recently
with army defectors, the government’s news agency said,
according to the AP.
The Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights, an opposition
group based in the U.K., said
 prisoners were killed in the
incident, according to the AP.
Five other people were killed
elsewhere in Syria on Saturday
in the municipalities of Homs,
Deir el-Zour and Douma,
according to the Local Coordination Committees activist
network, the AP reported.
Egypt said it successfully
wrapped up its first free parliamentary elections after the
Arab Spring last year. In official
results announced Saturday,
the Muslim Brotherhood won
 percent of seats, followed
by  percent won by the strict

Islamist party, Al-Nur. The secular Wafd party placed third,
followed by the Egyptian Bloc
coalition.
The elections, which took
place in three rounds, marked
the first since former president
Hosni Mubarak was ousted last
February.
Presidential elections in
Egypt are set for June.
In Yemen, the parliament
approved a measure to grant
immunity from prosecution to
President Ali Abdullah Saleh
as part of an agreement for
him to step down after nearly
 months of political conflict,
according to a report from
Reuters.
Saleh, who has been in
power for more than three
decades, won’t run in a presidential election next month.
The parliament endorsed Vice
President Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi as the candidate for
all political parties to replace
Saleh.

during an initiation ritual to
join a group within the clarinet
section known as the “Clones,”
according to a letter that band
director Julian White wrote to
the university police department on Nov. .
It wasn’t immediately clear
what role Bailey, , and Benson, , are thought to have
played.
White would not allow 
band members to perform in
the Florida Classic football

game in Orlando on Nov. 
because of the hazing allegations. Despite his actions,
drum major Robert Champion died after a hazing attack
aboard a band bus after the
Classic.
Last month, three other
FAMU students were arrested on charges of hazing a
freshman clarinet player so
severely that her leg was broken, according to police.

News

bored with parties? write for the breeze.
Email breezenews@gmail.com.

Editors Georgina Buckley, Alison Parker & Jen Eyring Email breezenews@gmail.com
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The unpredictable warm weather has caused a decline in business at the local ski resort.
By joshua hahn
The Breeze

The yellow billboard advertising Massanutten Waterpark as
an “Endless Summer” is hardly
a holiday paradise for Massanutten’s ski resort.
According to Steve Showalter,
ski area manager for Massanutten, revenue this season has
declined by about 20 percent
because of the warm weather
and lack of snow.
Even when natural snow blankets the resort, Massanutten
always creates snow by the hour.
“This past December, there
was probably only 120 hours of
snow making,” Showalter said.
“Most Decembers, we create
about 300-400 hours of snow.”
He adds that Massanutten
makes less snow when temperature inversion occurs, causing
certain slopes to be closed.

“We could make snow on
lower parts of the resort because
the air is colder, but toward the
top, the air was too warm,” Showalter said. “To have just one slope
open means it was a pretty slow
start at the beginning of the
season.”
Students are disappointed with the strange weather
conditions.
Travis Knight, a junior engineering major and snowboarder,
bought a season pass to the ski
resort and has visited twice this
year.
“Massanutten started out pretty rough but is getting better,”
Knight said. “At first it was like
riding in the spring when everything is melting, and there are
dirt patches everywhere.”
Knight, the vice president
of JMU’s snowboarding club
Borderline, is adjusting to the
strange weather.

From undeclared
to unemployed

“I have never seen a winter
with so little snow this far in,” he
said. “It sucks.”
Tim Brooks, a senior engineering major and JMU ski
club treasurer, believes the lack
of snow has affected the club’s
practice routine.
“Some members haven’t
bought student season passes
because they don’t know how
often they’ll be able to practice,”
Brooks said. “Conditions haven’t
been ideal because of the warm
weather.”
This season, the ski resort
opened Dec. 13. Over the winter holiday, the beginners’ run,
Southern Comfort, was the only
open slope. Since then, several
slopes have opened, including
two terrain parks and two black
diamonds.
According to Showalter, the
past decade yielded great conditions, but he realizes that every

year doesn’t create a winter
wonderland.
“These years are out there
where the weather’s a little
warmer than we like, but we just
have to put up with it,” he said.
Despite revenue being lower
than past years, Showalter said
Massanutten has a leg up on
other ski resorts because it generates revenue from its other
open year-round facilities,
including an indoor water park,
golf course and spa.
“Just because skiing isn’t that
good doesn’t mean you can’t
come to Masssanutten and have
a great time,” Showalter said.
But not everyone at the resort
feels disappointed.
Susan Xayavongsa, a junior
ISAT major, works the ticket window and answers phones in the
ski area.
“Due to a lot of the weather changes, we’ve definitely

No contagion here
Cleanest room on campus aids student research

Alumni in arts and humanities
struggle to find relevant, full-time jobs
By Anne elsea
The Breeze

A choice of major could mean the
difference between a dream job or
desperation for your next paycheck,
according to The Washington Post.
Recent college graduates with
degrees in architecture, the humanities and the arts had the highest
unemployment rates while graduates
with degrees in education, business,
agriculture and natural resources had
the lowest unemployment rates, the
study revealed in the Jan. 4 article.
Lindsay Morris, a 2011 graduate
with a degree in political science,
searched for four months before she
found a full-time job. She ended up
in an unexpected field.
“I expected to move to D.C. after
graduation and be working in politics,
but I am working as an obituary and
contributing editor of Community
News,” Morris said.
JMU conducts yearly statistical
reports on alumni employment after
graduation. For the class of 2010, 45
percent of the College of Arts and
Letters graduates were employed full
time 60 days after graduation, while

73 percent of the College of Business
graduates were employed full time.
But Lee Ward, director of Career
and Academic Planning, thinks the
study is misleading. He said students
in the business or science disciplines
have a better understanding for
which specific field they want to go
into, while the humanities students
have a lot of options and aren’t as
sure what they want to do.
“The article makes it seem like if
you major in the arts that you don’t
have a chance of having a good job,”
he said. “The case is often not that the
degree isn’t worth as much as business or science, but students in arts
and humanities tend to start their job
search much later.”
Ward is confident in every JMU
student’s ability to find a job, especially those enrolled in the College of
Business.
“Many students in COB have jobs
before they graduate,” he said. “Our
students are doing well in the job
marketplace whatever their degree
is in.”
This isn’t the case for some alumni.
see Employment, page A4

Out of the 250,000 people
polled by the American
Community Survey.
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had a decrease in people coming,” Xayavongsa said. “With
the weather being as bipolar as
it is, it’s unpredictable whether
or not the rest of the season will
look up.”
Business remains consistent
with the number of hours Massanutten gives to workers, some
of which are JMU students.
“Part-time people still get
about 30 hours per week and
most people who are full-time:
40,” Xayavongsa said.
Despite this, Showalter hopes
for a big upswing in the second
half of the winter season.
“We can’t depend on the
w e at h e r,” Sh owa l t e r s a i d .
“It’s going to take a cou ple snow storms to get the
people to come right out.”
Contact Joshua Hahn at
hahnja@dukes.jmu.edu.

in brief
Virginia

No funding for
discriminatory
adoption agencies

Virginia currently prohibits
unmarried couples to adopt or
become foster parents.
The Board of Social Services has
previously voted to continue to
allow adoption agencies to screen
potential adoptive parents on
religious or moral views, according to
The Huffington Post.
However, Sen. Adam Ebbin has
proposed legislation “which would
not allow Virginia to fund or contract
adoption agencies who discriminate
against prospective parents on the
basis of ‘race, religion, national
origin, sex, age, family status,
disability, sexual orientation or
gender identity.’ “
Nation

Giffords resigns
from Congress

James Moore / The breeze

The Microfabrication Cleanroom in HHS holds various machines ranging from
$100,000 to $200,000, such as the electron beam evaporation machine.
By levi may
contributing writer

A beeping sound emanates from
the keypad as David Lawrence, an
ISAT professor emeritus, enters the
access code to the cleanest room on
campus.
The air in the JMU cleanroom is
1,000 times cleaner than regular air.
The door swings open as Lawrence enters an 8-by-8-foot dressing
room. He reaches into a closet and
grabs white shoe covers, protective
glasses and a cap. A bench, metal
locker and coat rack that hangs dozens of white Tyvek jumpsuits fill the
space-deprived room.
“They look like bunny suits if you
ask me,” Lawrence said.
Without these jumpsuits, HHS
2034 wouldn’t be nearly as clean.
Lawrence walks on “blue sticky”
mats as he leaves the dressing room
and enters the main cleanroom
workspace. The mats help remove

all dust particles off shoes.
The University of Virginia and
Virginia Tech have cleanrooms, but
not so much for undergraduate use.
JMU is one of the only academic
institutions in Virginia that allows
undergraduate students to use this
type of facility.
The Microfabrication Cleanroom
is a lab comparable to the size of a
25-seat classroom. The facility has
its own separate ventilation system
with three high-quality air filters.
It’s filled with machines that heat,
chill and handle hazardous materials used during testing, which keep
students and faculty on their toes
while working.
It has a very low level of
environmental pollutants
and chemical vapors. When
working with atom-sized
samples, even the smallest dust particle can cause inaccurate results.
see Cleanroom, page A4

Rep. Gabrielle Giffords, D-Ariz.,
announced Sunday her resignation
from Congress, which will take
effect on Monday. She wishes to
concentrate on recovering from
her wounds from an assassination
attempt last January, according to
the Christian Science Monitor.
The congresswoman was shot
in the head while meeting with
constituents outside a grocery store
in Tucson, Ariz. She said she has a
lot more recovering to do, although
her progress seemed to improve.
She added it’s best for her recovery
if she leaves her seat in the House of
Representatives.

Ohio man charged for
Craigslist murders

Richard Beasley, 52, was charged
with kidnapping, robbery and
aggravated murder in a plot to
rob single, older men who replied
to a Craigslist ad for a job on a
nonexistent farm in southeastern
Ohio, according to USA Today.
On Friday, Beasley denied his
involvement of killing three men
and wounding a fourth in August,
October and November.
If found guilty of the aggravated
murder charges, Beasley could be
sentenced to death.
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Shmacked | Could face more
problems from other universities

Employment | Recruit-ADuke trains students for future

from front

from page A3

of them did. Thousands of
people follow “Shmacked” on
Twitter and Facebook, waiting
for clues of its whereabouts.
Several people, including
Katie, a senior, didn’t know
much about the project, but was
still searching for it at Thursday
night’s party.
A sophomore who wished to
remain anonymous attended
an “I’m Shmacked” party in the
South View apartment complex
Saturday night.
She said she went because
she had watched the videos on
YouTube.
“Everyone at the party started
chanting, ‘JMU!’ ” she said.
The two-person crew was
only there for a few minutes,
shining a camera light and
maneuvering around the apartment before leaving to another
party. The sophomore said she
wasn’t worried about being in
any footage, but other students
at the party were concerned.

Alexis Raines, a December
2011 graduate with a degree
in history and interdisciplinary liberal studies, is looking
for something part time until
she attends graduate school
in June.
“Honestly, I’m not looking for anything specific,”
Raines said. “I’ll probably
look for waitressing jobs or
lifeguard at my local indoor
pool, something not very
stressful.”
There are many programs
JMU offers students to help
find a job after graduation.
The Career and Academic
Planning office hosts résumé
workshops, academic planning and counseling and the
Recruit-A-Duke program.
The Recruit-A-Duke program gives students a chance

“A lot of schools are
realizing what [“I’m
Shmacked”] is doing
and making efforts
to stop [them].”
Cameraman
anonymous

The notion of students in
compromising positions with
drugs and alcohol worried
much of the university through
the week. Many sororities
emailed their sisters personally, telling members that they
should avoid the filming or face
consequences. Chapter leaders
asked that sisters should call for
a ride home from a party, rather
than risking the walk down Port
Republic Road.
“I don’t mind what people

Samantha Mcdonald / The breeze

do on their own personal time,”
said Annie Ruehlin, president of
Alpha Sigma Alpha, “but promoting our partying, it deters
away from our academic institution. After Springfest it would
just be another negative thing.”
Ruehlin is referring to the
now-infamous April 2010 festival, a riot situation that saw
dozens of students and outof-towners arrested for several
charges.
It’s a reason the university has
been on edge this weekend. The
anonymous cameraman said
the crew was shut down and
blocked from the University of
Southern California’s campus
earlier this semester.
“A lot of schools are realizing what [“I’m Shmacked”] is
doing and making efforts to stop
[them],” the cameraman said.
It’s beginning to affect “I’m
Shmacked” ’s plans, enough to
the point that the filmmakers

vent publicly on Facebook.
“Administration CAN NOT
kick you out of campus, let’s be
real,” a Jan. 18 post on its Facebook page read in response to
nervous JMU students. “You
own your school. You own your
administration.”
“I’m Shmacked” could face
even more problems from universities in the near future. The
group has said it had to scrap its
schedule, and “from now on the
schools we hit will just have to
be a surprise.”
The videos of the recorded
schools are usually up on the
Internet within a few weeks.
It may be a short time before
viewers may see their friends
shouting, “I’m Shmacked!”
Contact Matt Sutherland
and Georgina Buckley at
breezenews@gmail.com.

I’m Shmacked spring itinerary
- University of
Southern California
- Boston University

- Penn State University
- Ohio State University

- Temple University

- University of Maryland,
College Park

- Duke University

- University of Miami

- University of Florida

- University of Texas

- Tulane University

- Arizona State University

- University of California,
Santa Barbara
- University of
Colorado, Boulder
- Indiana University,
Bloomington
- University of
Wisconsin, Madison

Open house. Tuesday. 8:30 p.m.
see you there.

“It’s not a big deal
if you’re not sure
what to do when
you grow up.”
Holly Fournier
2010 alumna

Feb. 13 starts the recruiting season for the spring,
with weekly mock interviews
with different companies.
The CAP office also offers
major-specific counseling

with information on its website about possible careers
and advice.
Holly Fournier, a 2010
graduate with a degree in
anthropology, was a photo
editor for The Breeze and
hoped to be a photojournalist. She began working as
an assistant for a nonprofit
organization for inner-city
youth but is now an editorial assistant at The Detroit
News.
“It’s not a big deal if
you’re not sure what to do
when you grow up,” Fournier said. “In fact, being a
little clueless in that aspect
will expose you to so many
opportunities. Just keep
your eyes and mind open.”
Contact Anne Elsea at
elseaav@dukes.jmu.edu.

Students oppose Internet
censorship legislation
Website blackouts prompt student concern for future
impingement of online freedom.
By Abigail short
and Jen Eyring
The Breeze

With the help of several
popular websites the controversial anti-piracy bills SOPA
and PIPA have been shelved.
Yet for many protesters the
fight for Internet freedom
isn’t over.
The Anti-Counterfeiting
Trade Agreement signed in
2011 has many of the same
parameters as the Stop
Online Piracy Act and the
Protect IP Act. Its main goals
are to internationally protect
intellectual property, safeguard research investments
in developments of products and protect artists and
journalists.
Protesters say that the term
“intellectual property” is too
broad and could allow those
who are enforcing it to prosecute anyone who shares
information that’s not their
own. Under the law, Internet communication would
be monitored for copyrighted information and violators
could be imprisoned or fined.
On Wednesday, 11 major
websites, including Wikipedia, blacked out their sites in
protest of the SOPA and PIPA
acts. These companies were

a professional corporation

Call R. Shannon Kite: 8+ Years Criminal Defense Experience in the ‘Burg
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to post their résumé online,
conduct mock interviews to
practice their interviewing
skills, and be contacted by
employers if students match
their qualifications.

Experienced. Local. Effective.

trying to illustrate these laws
would affect everyone who
uses the Internet.
Laura Green, a freshman
political science major, is less
concerned about the severity
of the bills.
“Since the Napster epidemic, there have been more
and more regulations regarding piracy,” Green said. “Yet
there is always one thing
in common following each
piece of legislation: There are
ways around it. I don’t doubt

“This is probably the
biggest bill that our
generation is seeing
as of right now.”
Ben Fuller

Sophomore, on SOPA

the ability of the Internet to
find loopholes.”
This protest helped Rebecca Dancy, a senior history
major, realize the profound
effect the bills would have
on students.
“Professors scan and use
PDF files from books on
Blackboard even if they’re not

allowed to,” Dancy said.
“Over half of my readings
are ‘illegal’ scans from professors.”
Ben Fuller, a sophomore
Writing rhetoric and technical communications major,
agrees that these bills are a
serious threat.
“This is probably the biggest bill that our generation
is seeing as of right now,”
Fuller said.
He also feels that there
needs to be more awareness
of these bills.
“I think all websites should
do a blackout until Congress
doesn’t go through with it,”
Fuller said. “ I think Google,
Facebook and Twitter should
shut down to get our generation up off [its] butt and be
active about this.”
Even though SOPA and
PIPA have been shelved,
Fuller urges others to continue fighting against laws that
could limit freedom.
“It’s our time to step up,”
Fuller said. “Something has
got to happen, or the world
as we know it is going to be
shut down by a stupid bill.”
Contact Abigail
Short and Jen Eyring at
breezenews@gmail.com.

cleanroom
‘We feel really humbled’
from page A3

The temperature remains at
68-70 degrees Fahrenheit and
humidity is never more than
60 percent to ensure more
accurate results.
Several of these machines
include the electron beam
evaporation machine and
magnetron sputtering system,
which cost between $100,000
and $200,000.
More than a dozen students
majoring in biology, chemistry, ISAT, engineering and
physics use the cleanroom
with faculty supervision on a
weekly basis.
Warren Grabenstetter, a
senior ISAT major, is in the
midst of his final research

project. He spends three
hours a week in the cleanroom
with his two group members,
researching a way to make a
more energy-efficient semiconductor that could lead to
a more sustainable economy.
“We feel really humbled and
privileged when walking into
that room,” Grabenstetter said.
“You see work from professors.
It can be intimidating.”
Grabenstetter and his fellow group members enjoy
being able to have this kind
of oppor tunity. Without
this super cleanroom the
results of their micro-experiments would be muddled.
Contact Levi May at
maylw@dukes.jmu.edu.

Envious of
Lois Lane?
Write for The Breeze.
Email breezenews@gmail.com.
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JESSICA WILLIAMS | in plain English

SOPA strike blown
out of proportion
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Wikipedia, how could you?!

Bill applies to music and movies more than websites
Last Wednesday’s Stop Online
Piracy Act strike resembled nothing less than
a scene from
“All My Children.” On one
side we had
the villainous
Congress; on
the other, sites
like Wikipedia, protector
of convenient
information and papers written 
minutes before class.
People probably wouldn’t have
even known about SOPA if the
Google logo wasn’t covered by a
black censor bar. They wouldn’t
have cared if Wikipedia hadn’t gone
dark.
To say that the strike wasn’t dominated by the Internet would be an
understatement considering the
companies certainly milked it for
everything it was worth.
As I logged in to Facebook that
day, I was greeted with angered
rants and statuses like this one:
“People should not fear their governments. Governments should fear
their people.”
Are you kidding me? How dare
they threaten to take away my daily
LOLcats. It’s simply unjust.
It seems especially overdramatic, considering the White House
released a statement the weekend before saying, “Let us be clear,
online piracy is a real problem that
harms the American economy,
threatens jobs for significant numbers of middle class workers and
hurts some of our nation’s most
creative and innovative companies
and entrepreneurs . . . we will not
support legislation that reduces
freedom of expression, increases
cyber security risk or undermines
the dynamic, innovative global
Internet.”
It seems like that statement
ensured we wouldn’t lose our precious Wikipedia.
Bloggers shut down their Tumblr accounts in protest of the bill.
Twitter exploded with -characters tidbits about the government’s
attempt to take away our rights, and
a picture of a fake, SOPA-censored
photo was displayed as honorary

DARTS

Facebook profile pictures. An
outsider might have thought the
government had issued a headhunt on every website we’ve come
to know and love.
But the melodrama of the SOPA
strike does have one thing going
for it: It was effective. “The main
sponsor of [the] House bill targeting online piracy announced Friday
that he will postpone further action
on the measure that has produced
fierce protests,” according to The
Washington Post.
Truly, a victory for the memory
books.
In truth, the SOPA bill never
intended to affect sites like Google
so strongly. Its main targets are
movies and music. Critics say it was
the bill’s ability to limit American
sites in the pursuit of ending this
distribution that caused the concern. Thus, a largely uninformed
public coupled with the dramatic
leadership of Wikipedia and Google
spiraled into a nationwide attack on
the bill.
So, what will happen now? Sen.
Patrick Leahy D-Vt., the main sponsor of SOPA’s partner bill, Protect
Intellectual Property Act believes
that postponing the bills was a mistake, according to The Washington
Post.
The “day will come when senators
who forced this move will look back
and realize they made a knee-jerk
reaction to a monumental problem,”
he said in a statement to the press
Friday. He plans to work with Congress to get an amended version of
the bill on the president’s desk by
this year. There’s no doubt that the
drama of this episode is hardly over.
In the coming months, I only
ask that before preparing to stage a
coup over a threat to YouTube, we
all research the subject of online
piracy more closely. Believe it or
not, Congress probably appreciates
videos of Honey Badger as much as
the average American. It’s only trying to find a compromise between
protection and freedom.
Jessica Williams is a sophomore
English and writing, rhetoric
& technical communication
double major. Contact Jessica at
willi2jm@dukes.jmu.edu.
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A “winter-spring-summerand-fall” dart to anyone who
asks why it’s cold outside.
From someone who realizes
the weather may be bipolar but
it is January after all.

A “grow-up” dart to the
“adults” on campus who scream
obscenities at strangers on
Friday and Saturday nights.
From someone who’s ashamed
to go to the same school as you.

A “where’s-the-love?” dart
to Dining Services for telling
staff that they’re not allowed
to call students “sweetie” and
“honey” and can no longer give
out hugs.
From someone  miles from
home and likes when others
show love to make me feel like
I’m back home.

A “way-to-get-the-spiritflowing” pat to the woman at
the basketball game who started
the “you wish you had a Duke
Dog” chant.
From a cheerleader who loves
your spirit and that chant.

A “why-you-gotta-be-souneven?” dart to the stairs in
 HHS for not being an equal
distance from each other.
From a serious klutzilla who
has tripped up and down the
stairs more times than she cares
to count.
An “I-shoud’ve-Facebookstalked-you-first” dart to my
social media professor who is
at least six decades older than
Facebook.
From a Twitter-illiterate who
wanted to learn how to use
social media, not how to read a
textbook.

Editorial
Policies

The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

A “let’s-just-call-it-Monty”
dart to Montpelier Hall for
taking too much time to say.
From a senior who likes to
save time and wants to leave a
legacy at JMU even if it’s just a
building’s nickname.
A “come-at-me-bro” dart to
schoolwork for trying to get in
the way of my weekends.
From a senior who prefers
raging to reading.
A “let’s-start-a-wordinventing-business” pat
to the creator of the word
“shaboozie.”
From someone with a list of
word hopefuls.

LEWIS CREECH | guest columnist

A modern family feud

TV show’s portrayal of toddler cursing happens in reality, shouldn’t be controversial
“Modern Family” featured a word
so utterly revolting that activist groups
like the Parents Television Council and
a high school student group in California called The No Cussing Club
cringed in horror as other people all
over the world, well, laughed.
What word could possibly have
such an effect? Fudge.
Yes, Fudge. Fudge was the word
-year-old character Lily Aubrey
Anderson-Emmons, who plays the
character Lily Pritchett-Tucker, said
in Wednesday’s episode titled “Little
Bo Bleep.”
Granted, the premise of the episode
was based on the assumption that she
said the real thing.
That’s ultimately the reason why the
controversy surrounding the episode is
completely ridiculous. During the filming, Anderson-Emmons’ parents were
watching off camera. And the bleepedout word was just a funny joke.
Actually, the realness of the episode was quite refreshing. We all can
remember a time in our childhood
when a cuss word slipped out, unbeknownst to us, and our parents freaked
out. And every parent can probably
relate to accidentally teaching their
children cuss words because of the
inability to filter every word.
Honestly, do these groups have
nothing better to do?
While the show is given a PG rating,
the view of these groups is that children who watch this show with their

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

families will be inexplicably exposed
to a bad word without their parents’
consent.
In reality, the show doesn’t expose
the actual word at all. The only way a
child watching would be exposed to
the word would be if someone told
them what the bleep is presumably
covering up. That, of course, is the
parents’ choice.
The show treats the accidental slipup the way real-world parents would.
Even though other characters on the
TV show laugh at the situation, the
parents immediately instill that the
word is bad and that she shouldn’t
use it. Which, even if the word wasn’t
bleeped out, would still be a good

lesson for any child watching.
There’s nothing here to support the
arguments of the Parents Television
Council and lamely named No Cussing
Club. It appears that “Modern Family”
wanted to take a situation that many
families experience and make light of it.
That’s the overall message of the
show. It finds humor that’s relatable
to our lives. And they handled this very
real situation the best they could to
convey their message. Kudos, “Modern Family.”
Lewis Creech is a freshman
media arts & design declared
major. Contact Lewis at
creechlg@dukes.jmu.edu.

VICTORIA PRICE | guest columnist

Internships key to landing job
To make most out of college education, students should get job experience
You can buy a lot with $,: a new
Mazda Miata sports car or two Romanstyle in-ground pools. But most college
kids can’t even dream of having that
kind of money soon. We’ll be paying
for our college education for a very
long time, according to a Nov.  article
on CNNMoney.
This is especially true if you’re
majoring in art history, philosophy,
communications or religion, which
are among the  lowest-paying college
majors, according to learnfinancialplanning.com, a financial planning
website.
But when we’ve been told since
we were kids that we can do whatever when we “grow up,” it’s hard to put
aside a passion just because we may
not be able to get a job in the future.
Are you feeling a pang of guilt for
Mom and Dad’s bank account or a
sense of panic for your own? Maybe
not. But I didn’t either until I did some
research.
Employers don’t seem to even
glance at our intellectual credentials
on a résumé unless we already have
experience in their field of expertise.
So there might be some hope. We can
still do what we’ve dreamed of doing.
We just need to get an internship.
Plenty of students are starting
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through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
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On Wednesdays night’s episode of “Modern Family,” 2-year-old Lily cussed in front of
her parents. Even though the word was bleeped out, activist groups are enraged.
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college without any idea why they’re
going except that it’s on the how-toget-a-job checklist made by our high
school counselors.
Employers’ standards seem to keep
rising. It seems that just as the high
school diploma was replaced with a
college degree, and a bachelor’s degree
with a master’s degree, experience
with internships has superimposed its
importance over any degree.
Instead of a place to solely enrich
knowledge, most universities have
switched gears to grooming students
for the job market by providing plenty
of opportunities for a student to gain
experience.
In fact, how a college is ranked often
relies on the percentage of graduates
employed during the two years after
college. Smart Money Magazine calls
it a “Payback Score.”
Luckily for us, JMU’s  statistics
say that only  percent of graduates were “seeking employment” (aka
unemployed).
How does JMU do it? Writer Brian
Burnsed, a college profile writer for
U.S. News, writes that “partaking in an
internship — or several — sets a student apart from his or her peers.”
JMU caught onto this secret awhile
ago and created a whole website

designed to help their students obtain
internships — RecruitADuke under
Career and Academic Planning. Now
it’s our turn to catch on so we can take
advantage of our (or our parents’)
$,.
College years aren’t just a learning
experience anymore; rather, they’re an
opportunity to train for a career.
“A college education is not an investment in your future if you are taking out
loans just for the college experience,”
according to a Jan.  Washington Post
article.
Yes, Dad.
Even though there are more moneymaking prone majors, an internship,
not a major, is the deciding factor in
your career future.
As I struggle alongside you in our
ever-present plague of decisions and
stress, we all need to remember that no
matter what “worthless” or “high-paying” major we choose, an internship is
the real determinant for what jobs our
economy is offering and the gateway
to that job.
Victoria Price is a freshman
writing, rhetoric &
technical communication
major. Contact Victoria at
pricevm@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Daniel Wilson | guest columnist

Inflation nation

As US dollar loses value, prices for college essentials rise significantly
Think you have enough
money for clothes, food and gas
this year? Think again.
The prices of many college
students’ necessities are set to
rise in 2012, according to an article on CNN Money. While CNN
predicts gas prices will be more
than $3.50, some analysts are
projecting a gallon of gas could
cost $5 by summer.
What’s to blame? Inflation.
Milton Friedman, a Nobel
prize-winning economist,
described inflation as a monetary phenomenon in his 1970
book “The Counter-Revolution
in Monetary Theory,” noting
that a rise in the average price
level only occurs when central
banks print too much money.
Since the inception of the
Federal Reserve System —
essentially the United States’
version of a central bank — the
U.S. dollar has lost more than 90
percent of its value, according to
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The legacy of the Fed is an
ever-declining currency and
perpetual inflation.
Under the gold standard, a
period without a central bank,
money was backed up by actual
gold. Prices fell while the economy boomed, proving to be the
greatest growth period in American history, according to the
Financial Post on Dec. 2.
One of the many great aspects
of a free market is to lower prices in the long run as production
and productivity increase the
supply of goods and services.
But central banks can increase
the supply of money faster than
the growth of the economy, substituting inflation for deflation.
Today, inflation is measured
through the consumer price
index reported by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics. Since World
War II, the CPI has averaged
around 3.5 percent a year.
This means the average price

of goods and services doubles every 20 years. The most
infamous spouts of inflation
occurred during the 1970s after
Richard Nixon closed the gold
window in 1971.
As a result of ending the
last linkage between the dollar and gold, the money supply
grew at a much faster rate than
in previous decades. The CPI
averaged more than 7 percent
in the 1970s, reaching a high of
14 percent in 1980. The complete
removal of the gold standard
eliminated the only constraint
on the Federal Reserve’s ability
to print money.
Unfortunately, inflation is
still alive and well. Misguided
policies by the Federal Reserve
in response to the recent
economic downturn have dramatically increased inflationary
pressures.
In the name of economic
stimulus or quantitative easing,
the Fed has basically printed
money out of thin air to buy U.S.
treasury debt.

Stated differently, the U.S.
government is printing money
to monetize the deficit, which
currently stands at a whopping $1.3 trillion, according to
USDebtClock.org.
Inflation is essentially a tax,
lowering the rate of return on
work, savings and investments.
The inflation tax has a particularly disparate impact on those
of us with low to moderate
incomes, including college students. Intuitively so, individuals
who can least afford higher prices on essential items are those
in college and unemployed.
College students can protect
themselves from higher inflation by investing their savings or
even student loans in real assets,
such as gold.
The price of gold has more
than quadrupled in the past 10
years, increasing by more than
10 percent for 2011.
Two well-established investment banks, Goldman Sachs
and Morgan Stanley, forecast
an ounce of gold to rise by 20 to

30 percent for 2012.
Another investment college
students should consider is buying stock in mortgage real estate
investment trusts.
As long as the Fed continues
its commitment to keep shortterm interest rates artificially
low, MREIT’s offer a great buying opportunity. Many MREITs
provide a very high dividend
yield; American Capital Agency Corp. is currently paying a
20 percent dividend.
In short, considering inflation, you’re losing money by
keeping it in a bank account that
pays zero percent.
Look to protect yourself from
inflation by investing in real
assets like gold and high dividend yielding stocks.
If you can, buy as much as
you can while the price is low,
and sell when it’s high.
Daniel Wilson is a
senior economics
major. Contact Daniel at
wilsoncd@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Chris Justis | justice is served

Political vagueness
Too many politicians get away without
explaining policies and promises
Mitt Romney has said
a lot of good things in his
run for presidency. He says
he’s going to create jobs, boost
the economy and
give America the
greatest armed
forces in the
world. He says he
loves the Constitution, he loves
America and that
President Barack
Obama failed. He
says that America
is the greatest country in the
world.
This all sounds great,
right?
As Americans, we want
every politician to say those
things, but the question is:
What do those things really
mean? More politicians are
using vague rhetoric to get
Americans to support them.
I could get behind a lectern
and say how much I love our
Constitution, but it doesn’t
necessarily mean I’m fit to
run a country.
To be fair to Romney,
almost every politician does
this, whether Democrat or
Republican, and the simple
truth is maybe it’s our own
fault that it happens.
For example, people
have added names to the
health care bill. Some call
it “Obamacare,” and others
call it “Romneycare.” But
no one tells us why it’s bad.
They simply say it’ll raise
taxes but offer no other evidence as to what’s wrong
with it is really mentioned.
We’re becoming prone to
not caring about the details.
Another vague claim is
that Obama is somehow a
socialist. Or is it that he’s
turning America toward
socialism? Or is just the word
“socialist” evil? Granted,
complete socialism doesn’t
work, but some “socialist”
ideas, like our public school
system, are good for the
country.

The unfortunate thing
is that because the word
“socialist” is now a “bad”
term, Americans
aren’t paying
attention or asking for details
to see if there
are some good
socialist policies.
We’re starting to
l e t bu z z w o rd s
like that take over
without questioning them.
We inherently
don’t like to pay taxes and
don’t like to hear complicated policies. That makes it
hard for a politician to talk
straight with us. When presidents say they’ll raise taxes,
people start getting upset
without even asking why or
researching details.
I don’t like the idea of
someone taking money out
of my paychecks either, but
I also like roads, schools,
police and a government
that will provide those amenities for me, so I pay them
anyway.
This type of thinking gives
rise to dangerously oversimplified reasons to much
more complicated issues.
All we seem to hear on
the news is the GOP saying Obama isn’t a good
president because the economy isn’t good. But no one
explains what really happened on Wall Street or
what actually sent us into a
recession.
When people accept easy
answers to complex issues,
and politicians become
accustomed to leaving us
with vague explanations,
it’s hard to get the real story.
We need to start demanding
more details from politicians
and ask for more than vague
promises.
Chris Justis is a junior
justice studies major.
Contact Chris at
justisjt@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Brass act

Trombone talent of all ages
comes together for fourth
annual Tromblow’in event.
jordan cmeyla / the breeze

At an all-day event by the JMU Trombone Association and Mr. Jefferson’s Bones, the groups joined together for a final Beatles-inspired performance.
By Beth Wertz
The Breeze

Occasionally, JMU likes to toot its own horn.
On Saturday it allowed others to follow suit.
More than 70 trombone players flocked to
Tromblow’in 4, an ensemble of trombone
players put together by the JMU Trombone
Association and Mr. Jefferson’s Bones. The
event combined musicians from middle school
to professional level, including Matt Guilford,
bass trombonist for the National Symphony
Orchestra.
In participating in the event, trombone players of any level were able to learn from those
who play professionally. The festival attracted
talent from the unexpected, like Bon Iver trombonist Reggie Pace.
The material performed was equally unconventional, with the centerpiece of the two-hour
grand concert included a group performance
of a trombone medley from The Beatles’ final

album “Abbey Road.”
JMU’s trombone choir participated in
Tromblow’in and the grand concert at the end.
“It was a great opportunity to play with Matt
Guilford, who is known around the world,” said
Tyler Bare, a senior music industry major.
Bare, who also participates in the new jazz
program here at JMU, practices his trombone
anywhere from three to five hours a day.
“Anytime I have an hour in between classes,
I’ll practice my trombone,” Bare said. “It’s what
I’m planning to do after college.”
Historically, the festival’s original goal was to
increase cooperation between University of Virginia and JMU trombone players. Events like this
help the new jazz program gain popularity, as a
way to help welcome the new major to the JMU
community. The event began in Charlottesville
in 2008, and migrated to Staunton in 2009 before
finally settling into Harrisonburg in 2011.
During the day of Tromblow’in, those who
participated attended workshops and classes

Spinning on an ‘AXIS’
Unorthodox dance troupe incorporates disabled members

with the professionals to help broaden their
scope on what it means to be a trombonist. The
musicians also used the afternoon to rehearse
for the evening’s performance.
“Anyone who wanted to was able to join in on
the program,” said Caroline Morse, a freshman
music major.
Jonathan Sanford, a fifth-year senior anthropology major, played alongside Bare.
“I originally wanted to play saxophone
because of Bart from ‘The Simpsons,’ ” Sanford
said. “But I ended up playing the trombone and
have enjoyed it for 12 years.”
Even though he doesn’t participate in the jazz
program, he concentrates on music despite his
seemingly unrelated major.
“There is a branch of anthropology which
deals with the culture of music, and I became
interested in it after seeing a youth choir
from Venezuela perform,” Sanford said.
see jazz, page B2

Book Review

Positive
prognosis
New book from young adult author takes on
cancer but delights with vibrant characters
By Mary Claire Jones
The Breeze

Ryan Freeland / The Breeze

Alice Sheppard (left) and Juliana Monin instructed the master class, showing dance techniques to more than 40 students.
By Sandy Jolles
The Breeze

Two dancers take the stage,
hands clasped, toned muscles highlighted by the soft stage lights. One
approaches the other with fluid
motion, toward her partner, who
performs from an unusual place —
a wheelchair.
AXIS Dance Company, an ensemble of people with and without
physical disabilities, set up shop at
JMU onTuesday through Saturday.
Founded in 1987, AXIS is likely
most known for its appearance on
the TV show “So You Think You Can
Dance” last summer., where the 11
members performed an immensly
physical routine.
The company integrates power
and manual wheelchairs, as well as
those with crutches and amputations
into their performances. AXIS has
broadened the definition of “dancer” to include those frequently shut
out of the performing arts.
“This group resonates with the
message of opportunity and accessibility,” said Valerie Schoolcraft,
director of the Office of Disability
Services.
AXIS spent the week at JMU,
exploring and explaining its dance

“It stressed the awareness
of our own body.”
Lydia Bracken

Senior kinesiology major

style. This culminated in a Saturday
performance at the Forbes Center for
the Performing Arts.
In the master class conducted on
Wednesday that brought in about
40 students, students from all backgrounds of dance attended. AXIS
pulled a colorful crowd of students.
“I was scared at first since I had
never danced before,” said senior
kinesiology major Lydia Bracken.
“This class was unusual, as it stressed
the awareness of our own body.”
For the dance majors, the class
proved to be a deviation from the
norm. AXIS stressed refining the
dance rather than simply harping
on technique.
“We spent a lot of time adapting
to different bodies, relating to other
dancers besides ourselves,” said
Brittany Diaz, a dance and communication studies double major. “It’s a
lot more empowering knowing what

you can accomplish without hours
and hours of technique training.”
AXIS performers Alice Sheppard
and Juliana Monin used the class
to give exposure to other forms of
dance.
Bonnie Lewkowicz, one of the
founding members of AXIS, was
inspired to form the group after her
paralyzing vehicle accident. With
the passion she still had from dancing, Lewkowicz studied wheelchair
sports and began learning ways of
using her wheelchair as a physical
tool. Both she and Alice Sheppard
are two of the dancers who use
wheelchairs.
AXIS hopes that people embrace
the diversity of this human condition
as something positive.
Be it any physical attribute or disabilities, AXIS may have begun a
disability culture movement.
“Students will see disability in a
completely new light,” Schmit said.
“AXIS shows through their dance
and their simple existence that those
with physical disabilities are not any
different than ‘normal’ people. They
still feel the same slew of emotions.”
Contact Sandy Jolles at
jollessn@dukes.jmu.edu.

Despite the heavy subject matter,
John Green manages to sidestep
the stereotypical pitfalls of writing
about cancer in his latest novel.
“There was time before organisms
experienced consciousness, and
there will be time after. And if the
inevitability of human oblivion
worries you, I encourage you to
ignore it.”
So says Hazel Grace Lancaster,
the smart and snarky protagonist.
While this may seem highbrow
for a 16-year-old, Hazel and her
boyfriend Augustus Waters might
be facing oblivion sooner than they
may like. She has thyroid cancer
and a portable oxygen tank; he has
osteosarcoma (a cancerous bone
tumor) and a prosthetic leg.
After an introduction by a mutual
friend at a cancer support group,
Hazel and Augustus quickly find
common ground outside of their
respective medical complications.
Green wastes no time in showing
us that these two are a match:
intellectually, emotionally and
physically. Both have a penchant for
wordsmithery, violent video games
and deep conversations. So when
Hazel introduces Augustus to “An
Imperial Affliction,” her favorite
novel, Augustus reads it and, of
course, is a huge fan.
The two talk about the novel
obsessively and attempt to contact
Peter Van Houten, the work’s
author-turned-recluse. Eventually,
Augustus manages to finagle a trip
for himself and Hazel to visit Van
Houten at his home in Amsterdam.
The trip doesn’t exactly go as
planned, but in the aftermath, Hazel
and Augustus grow even closer.
Yes Green is a young adult
author. But what makes him so
sublime is that he doesn’t write
down to his audience. He respects
them. To whit, one of Green’s
trademarks in his previous novels

John Green

The Fault in
Our Stars

Released Jan. 10
336 Pages

(“Paper Towns,” “An Abundance
of Katherines” and Printz awardwinning “Looking for Alaska”)
are his quippy and occasionaly
downright philosophical characters.
But sometimes, Green’s characters
speak too smart for their age, á la
“Juno.” When 17-year-old boys start
talking about shooting free throws
that are existentially fraught, it’s a
little dubious.
In the same vein, Green’s other
novels deal with the realization
that people aren’t perfect and will
inevitably disappoint us. While
this is also true of “The Fault in
Our Stars,” Green approaches it
differently this time, showing us
that sometimes broken is better.
This is best showcased through
Augustus. With a fondness for grand
romantic gestures, the sly and “dead
sexy” Augustus seems every inch
the perfect boy. In fact, he seems
almost too good to be true. But as
the novel progresses, Augustus’
faults and fears are exposed:
The reader is able to see past his
brash appearance. Nevertheless,
vulnerable Augustus is just as
lovable — if not more so — than
when he is bright and brassy and
sweeping the ever-reluctant Hazel
off her feet.
This is Green’s true triumph
in “The Fault in Our Stars.” The
circumstances surrounding these
two characters are undoubtedly
sad, and Green doesn’t shy away
from the hardships — medical
or otherwise — that Hazel and
Augustus go through, and that
makes for a satisfying read.
Contact Mary Claire Jones
at breezecopy2@gmail.com.
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Movie Review

New star shines but ‘Haywire’ too erratic
By Roger Moore
McClatchy-Tribune
News Service

Haywire


Gina Carano has a face
that can hold a Hollywood
closeup and a fist that can
hold your nose until it comes
clean off.
Steven Soderbergh cast
this mixed martial arts
star / model in “Haywire”
and surrounded her with
experienced actors because
he wanted to see an action
movie starring a woman who
could credibly beat the living
daylights out of legions of
guys who got in her way. No
“Bourne” or “Bond” quick
cuts and shaky cameras
to hide the speed of the
punches, the athleticism of
the brawlers.
Carano holds her own in
this sauntering, globe trotting
film that’s slyly funny at times
as various men — Ewan
McGregor, Channing Tatum,
Michael Fassbender — in
the spy game underestimate
agent Mallory Kane (Carano).
Or don’t underestimate her.
Kane, working as a private
contractor for Kenneth
(McGregor), has been set up.

She’s trying to figure out who
betrayed her. Was it Kenneth?
The government guy,
Coblenz (Michael Douglas),
who uses Kenneth’s team?
Rodrigo, the mysterious
Spaniard (Antonio
Banderas)? A favorite giggle
comes from the matter-offact way that Douglas plays
his phone call to Rodrigo:
She’s loose, she’s dangerous.
Maybe you don’t want to
leave your house.
Screenwriter Lem Dobbs
(“The Limey,” “The Score”)
frames much of the story in
flashback, as Mallory takes
off with the civilian (Michael
Angarano) who tried to save
her from a Tatum beatdown
in a diner. She took a lot of
kicks and punches and a
grazing bullet wound.
“Put your seat belt on,” she
orders. “You’re going to fix
my arm while we drive.”
They hurtle along, making
their getaway, and Mallory

‘R’ 93 min.
Starring Gina Carano, Ewan
McGregor, Michael Douglas

tells her story and makes the
kid memorize details so that
he can go to the authorities
when they’re caught. She
expects to be caught. Heck,
she kind of wants it.
Soderbergh’s innate
cynicism and lack of empathy
for his characters bubbles
through, as it did most
notably in “Contagion,” and
that might be called cool,
though the better label is
“chilly.” That means we’re not
as engaged to Mallory as we
might be, that there’s little
warmth to the character’s
romantic partners or even
to her scenes with her rich
novelist ex-Marine dad (Bill
Paxton). Compare this to the
action pictures produced by
Luc Besson (“Taken,” “The
Transporter”), in which you
invest in the characters and
feel there’s more at stake.
And the script isn’t exactly
packed with snappy dialogue:
“I’ll take a rain check.”
“This is Ireland. It won’t be
long.”
But the fights are epic.
The movies, too often, make
killing people too easy.
Bad guys or victims are
dispatched as plot devices.

Jazz | Trombone togetherness

Irfan Khan / Los Angeles Times

Gina Carano’s background in mixed martial arts makes her believably brutal in an otherwise standard film.

Not here. Carano takes
realistic punches, gets foes
into grim, life-or-death
choke-holds and covers her
face in makeup to hide the
bruises and split lips. The
chases, on foot, also have a
veracity the movies rarely
attempt — none of this

a good subtopic might be the
make and model of a tool or
weapon,” Meyer said.
The most commonly picked
category? Disney movies.
Students often find themselves standing in front of
the desserts station talking to
Meyer.
“He always makes jokes,” said
Rachel Palumbo, a freshman

Trombone player Reggie Pace, of Bon Iver fame and NO BS! Brass, was one of the event’s biggest stars.
from page B1

At the end of the day, the
program hosted a grand
concert featuring trombone
players ranging from professional to college level.
“I felt like it built a sense of
community,” Morse said.

The grand concert, held in
the Forbes Center for the Performing Arts’ Concert Hall,
ended with a mass trombone choir, featuring all of the
groups playing together.
This is the second time JMU
has hosted Tromblow’in, and
Bare has attended both years.

“I thought it was a major
improvement from last year,”
Bare said. “This year, they
had more well-known professional trombonists, and it
was great to learn from them.”
Contact Beth Wertz at
wertz2em@dukes.jmu.edu.

screen presence and an
instant credibility — she’s
beautiful, but solidly built —
to screen action that’s been
missing. Who knew the new
Jean-Claude Van Damme,
Chuck Norris and Jet Li
would be a woman?

Quiz | ‘Serving the future minds’
from front

Jordan Cmeyla / The Breeze

leaping into the void, relying
on an awning you don’t know
is there to break your fall.
Yes, there have been action
heroines before, from “Dark
Angel” and “Tomb Raider” to
the less realistic and superior
“Hanna” last spring. But
Carano brings an arresting

psychology major. “He used to
give us daily trivia. Our friend
once talked to him in French,
and he just started talking back.”
Meyer enjoys having a job
that requires him to be sociable.
“I used to be very quiet when
I was a kid,” he said. “Every so
often I get a person in here
that doesn’t have a smile on.
It reminds me of myself when
I was younger.”
But there’s another reason

for the trivia questions.
“I was home schooled since I
was in third grade,” Mayer said.
“Having intelligent conversations with my customers helps
me prove to myself and others
that I can be just as educated
as the people around me are.
I’m serving the future minds of
our time, and that’s a big deal.”
Contact Jullian Kline at
klinejd@dukes.jmu.edu.

Are you
Breeze
curious?
Come to our open house
Tuesday at 6:30.
(There will be pizza, too.)
“Each dish is an Asian taste treat.”

- The News Leader, Staunton, Va
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“We will customize your meal”
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General Manager Lawrence Liang brings more
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Junior Kim Helfrich (left) and senior Nicole Jotso may have different performance styles and practicing techniques, but each add something distinctive to the diving
team’s experience as a whole. The two divers have combined for five CAA Diver of the Week awards so far this season and have helped the team to a 13-2 record.

Diving duo

Upperclassman divers bring unity and inspiration to swim & dive
By Meaghan MacDonald
The Breeze

In a season of tens, two divers have
stood out from the rest.
Senior Nicole Jotso and junior Kim
Helfrich have combined for five Colonial Athletic Association Diver of the
Week awards this season; three for Jotso
and two for Helfrich.
Between Jotso and Helfrich, their
diving coach Becky Benson is working
with two completely different divers
with two completely different styles, but
feels their dissimilarities help create an
interesting cohesion within the team.
“Nicole is a very strong diver, and
she shows the powerful side of our
sport,” Benson said. “Her power and
strength are what motivate the other
divers on the team. As a diver, Kim is
artistry in motion, showing how graceful diving can be while still doing very
difficult dives. When Kim ‘hits’ a dive,
it is incredible.”
The differences between Jotso and
Helfrich’s performances can be found
in the different ways that they prepare

for competition.
For Jotso, preparation for dives is
more mental then it is physical. She
acknowledges that there is a certain
amount of physical time and effort she
must put in, but the real key is to just
relax and concentrate.
“The biggest thing you can do is
visualize yourself doing the dives you
are going to compete,” she said. “For
myself, I need to listen to music, I usually sync up my iPod to Kim’s iPod and
we play the same song and dance to it.
It is just a way to relax and let myself
have fun.”
Helfrich is the complete opposite
and feels that preparation is more physical and starts with the basic warm ups.
“We stretch, do standing flips and
practice on the trampoline to get loose,”
Helfrich said. “Then we warm up for a
while on the boards practicing simple
technique dives and our dives that we’ll
compete.”
With her final season coming to an
end, Jotso has put together a diving
résumé that is quite impressive. Just
within this season, she has received

the CAA Diver of the Week award three
times, claimed nine first-place finishes,
placed 17th at the Nike Cup in Chapel
Hill, N.C., and set a career-best score of
317.92 for the 1-meter dive board.
“I am truly honored to
have received this honor three times
already thus far this season,” Jotso said.
“It is an incredible honor to receive
when you think about all the other divers we have in our conference.”
Last season, Jotso was named champion at the CAA Championships after
winning the three-meter dive with a
score of 318.15. As a sophomore, she
placed third in the 1-meter and 3-meter
dive at the CAA Championship to collect All-CAA honors in both events and
won the 3-meter at the CAA POD meet.
Her freshman season resulted in two
of her greatest achievements: breaking
300 points on the three-meter board
against Richmond, which set a school
record; and becoming the first JMU
diver ever to achieve a six-dive score of
more than 300.
“Her competitiveness is evident in
her performances,” Benson said. “That

helps elevate the performance level of
our entire team.”
Helfrich has had a memorable career
so far. As a junior, she has been honored with the CAA Diver of the Week
award twice. As a sophomore she was
the CAA Diver of the Year, became the
first member of the swimming and diving team to participate in the NCAA
Championships, set a school record
in the 3-meter dive with a 377.70 and
earned the Diver of the Week award for
three consecutive weeks.
“It feels very encouraging to get those
awards because it makes me want to do
even better,” Helfrich said. “On weeks
when I don’t get it, then I know that I’ve
got to step it up and try to work harder at
practice and make corrections.”
The hard work and dedication Helfrich and Jotso have dispensed has made
them role models among the team.
“Nicole and Kim this year have
developed into team members that all
the girls can look up to,” Benson said.
Contact Meaghan MacDonald
at breezesports@gmail.com.

Men’s basketball (71-69)

Dukes’ winning season seeming out of reach
By Stephen Proffitt
The Breeze

Last week’s win should have been a confidence
boost and season-changer for the Dukes. If it was,
it didn’t seem that way in the loss to Hofstra.
“Like all losses, this is a difficult loss,” said head
coach Matt Brady. “I thought we were really ready
for this game.”
Saturday’s game was a close replica of the first
meeting between the teams back in December,
when senior guard Humpty Hitchens scored the
game-winning shot with four seconds left on the
clock.
This time around, it was Hofstra junior guard
Stevie Mejia’s turn, giving the Pride the lead with
6.1 seconds remaining after a layup, along with
earning a trip to the line to give them a 71-69 lead.
“In that situation you need one stop to get a
home win, and we didn’t get it,” Brady said.
After a JMU timeout, redshirt junior guard
Devon Moore drove the ball up the court and only
reached half court before he was cut off and forced
to pass the ball to junior guard Alioune Diouf as
Moore fell to the floor. Diouf, who was unaware of
the time remaining, dribbled the ball to the top of
the key as time expired on the Dukes.

“I was trying to give a boost
to my team that I’ve known
I could do all year.”
A.J. Davis

Redshirt junior guard

“He just took too many dribbles,” Brady said.
The Dukes fought hard throughout the entire
game, only to come up short by a basket.
“Unfortunately, we didn’t come on the winning side of this game,” Hitchens said.
The Dukes saw solid performances from Hitchens, freshman guard Arman Marks, and redshirt
junior guard A.J. Davis.
Marks shot 4-6 from behind the arc, ending
with a career-high 14 points.
“They tell me all the time to shoot the ball, and,
tonight, they went in for me,” Marks said.

Davis dropped 24 points while grabbing eight
rebounds and dishing out seven assists.
“I was trying to give a boost to my team that
I’ve known I could do all year,” Davis said.
Hitchens finished with 14 points and eight
assists.
Freshman forward Enoch Hood also turned in
a solid performance for the Dukes on Saturday.
He finished with nine points and four rebounds.
Three of his nine came late in the second half when
he dropped in a key bucket while earning a trip to
the charity stripe for one, which gave the Dukes
a one-point lead. The freshman has turned in 23
points in the last two games, which has helped fill
the scoring void for senior, Julius Wells and redshirt junior forward Andrey Semenov as of late.
On the other hand, Semenov had his second
off night, which hurt the Dukes. Semenov has
only netted four points in the last two games and
is struggling from the field. He’s currently battling
a wrist injury, but teammates aren’t worried about
the forward. They are determined to get him back
on the right track while building his confidence
back up.
“Drey has just got to keep shooting because
he is an outstanding shooter,” Hitchens said. “He
has to have confidence in himself that he will hit
those shots.”
The Dukes now fall to 9-10 (2-6 in the CAA),
and it doesn’t get any easier as the team now faces
one of their most demanding weeks of the season with four games in seven days to close out
January.
Tonight the Dukes play at Georgia State, who is
coming off a tough double-overtime loss at Delaware on Saturday afternoon.
“It’s not going to be easy,” Brady said. “It’s the
third time we’ve played an upper half of the league
team coming off a loss.”
“It’s not ideal, but it is what it is. We’re going to
have to go and fight because they are outstanding
defensively. Georgia State is as good as anybody
in this league defensively.”
The Dukes are then back home on Thursday night for an 8 p.m. tip against William
& Mary before they travel to Fairfax for a
rematch with George Mason on Saturday.
Contact Stephen Proffitt at
proffijs@dukes.jmu.edu.

alex thorton / the breeze

Freshman forward Enoch Hood attempts to win the jumpball from a Hofstra player during Saturday’s
conference game. Hood had nine points in the game and shot 57 percent overall.
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Paterno dies at age
85 of cancer
Penn State and JMU students mourn

courtesy of mct campus

Former Pennsylvania State University head coach Joe Paterno died
Sunday. Paterno was the winningest coach in Division-I history.
By Meaghan
MacDonald
The Breeze

Penn State University head
football coach Joe Paterno died
Sunday morning after a twomonth battle with lung cancer.
Paterno, 85, began treatment for his cancer in early
November and has been in the
hospital since Jan. 13 for observation for minor complications
from his treatments.
Paterno attended Brown
University and was a quarterback and cornerback for
the football team. In 1950, he
came to Penn State as an assistant coach and was instated as
head coach in 1965.
In his 46 seasons as head
coach, Paterno’s overall record
was 409 wins, 136 losses, and
3 ties, making him the winningest Division-I coach.
He accumulated 38 winning
records and holds the record
for most bowl victories with 24.
This year, Paterno was fired
in November after being associated with the sexual assault
scandal of former defensive
coordinator Jerry Sandusky.
He failed to report to the police
that a child was molested by
Sandusky in the Penn State’s
locker room.
Paterno’s death has brought
out different reactions throughout the JMU community.
“They tried taking the game
away from him but his legacy
will be forever remembered,”

said junior sports and recreation management major
Jordan Stanton.
Freshman geographic science major Justin Porter said
it’s sad to see Paterno go. “He
was seriously the best coach
in college football history,”
he said. “He will never be
forgotten.”
The reactions at Penn State
are a little more somber. Sophomore Cameron Seidel has
noticed there’s a definite sadness around the whole campus,
but the student body is as proud
of him now as they were before.
Freshman Don Van Fleet
expressed his frustrations with
the university and the nonchalant attitude towards his death.
“I know it is a horrible loss
for the school, but I’m just
really upset how the whole university treated him in the first
place and really didn’t have his
back,” Van Fleet said. “Now he
is dead and they still don’t have
anything to say.”
The Paterno family released
an official statement Sunday morning to announce the
death.
“He died as he lived,”
the statement said. “He
fought hard until the end,
stayed positive, thought only
of others and constantly
reminded everyone of how
blessed his life had been.”
Contact Meaghan
MacDonald at
breezesports@gmail.com.

Follow our twitter! @TheBreezeSports

Write for the Sports section! Email breezesports@gmail.com.
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Florida State University conquers ACC foes
McClatchy Newspapers

to play Florida State again, but
has two games against North
Carolina State University (14-5,
3-1) and two against No. 15 the
University of Virginia (15-2, 2-1)
in addition to the Duke games.
The schedule couldn’t set up
better for the Seminoles, who
were picked in preseason to
finish behind the Tar Heels and
Duke.
“Florida State is just a tough,
tough team to play,” Duke

frontcourter Miles Plumlee
said. “They’re big and long and
physical, and they keep coming at you.”
After struggling inside early,
FSU bigs Xavier Gibson, Bernard James, Okaro White and
Jon Kreft were able to hurt
Duke repeatedly in the second
half.
“They’re men,” said Duke
coach Mike Krzyzewski. “They
can play with anybody. They’re

There were only 15 or so of
them, and they were wearing
basketball uniforms, but some
Florida State University students stormed another court
in jubilation Saturday.
This time it was Duke University’s Coach K Court at
Cameron Indoor Stadium, and
the Florida State players had to
pull off the celebration without
benefit of many fans.
A week earlier it was the
court in the Seminoles’ Tucker Center at Tallahassee after a
90-57 win over the University
of North Carolina.
The decision over Duke
(favored by 10) was much closer — 76-73 on a game-winning
three-pointer by Mike Snaer —
but the emotional charge was
just as electric.
“It’s a great feeling, unreal
in a way,” Snaer said. “You just
don’t come in here and beat
these guys many times.”
Not only did the Seminoles
(13-6, 4-1 ACC) win, they moved
squarely into position to win
the conference regular season.
Barring, that is, a return of the
Seminole team that lost nonleague games to Princeton,
Harvard University and University of Florida by 18 points.
Not only do the fourthranked Blue Devils (16-3, 4-1)
have two athletic wars ahead
against North Carolina, they
have to go to Florida State for
courtesy of MCt campus
a return game.
Duke forward Ryan Kelly knocks over a Florida State University
UNC (16-3, 3-1) doesn’t have defender in a 76-73 loss Saturday. FSU is now 4-1 in the ACC.

just a veteran, confident team.
We can get a lot better, and we
can only get better by playing
games like this.”
But in the Devils’ dressing
quarters, the loss cut deeply.
“I’m angry,” said freshman
Austin Rivers. “Florida State
can say all they want to about
being better than Duke, but I
don’t believe it. They’re good,
and they’re the oldest team in
the conference. Veteran teams
are always hard to beat in big
games. They stick together, but
we’re going to get better from
this.”
Statistically, the Seminoles
won on nothing more complicated than shooting — 54
percent for the game and
50 percent on three-point
attempts. Duke shot 39.7 percent overall and 43.5 percent
on threes.
After Seth Curry’s drive
with 2:10 gave Duke a 69-67
lead, the Devils couldn’t convert another field-goal attempt
until Rivers scored with about
seconds left to tie it at 73.
“We wanted to make a statement,” Rivers said. “This is the
game we had been looking forward to all week. Coming out
here to win, it would establish
us as the top team in the ACC.
Instead, it puts us even with
Florida State and Carolina.”
But really, both the Devils and Heels are now playing
catch-up to a school that of late
celebrates more big basketball
wins than football.

Another (No. 1)
bites the dust
Syracuse falls on the road

Chicago Tribune

On the periphery of the delirium, with giant Mike Brey heads
bouncing in the distance and
green feathers being trampled
and teammates riding strangers’ shoulders, Scott Martin
wandered toward a flattened
row of chairs and hollered at
no one in particular.
Another No. 1 team thundered onto University of Notre
Dame’s home court Saturday.
And another scurried away
from bedlam, with the Irish
stunning unbeaten Syracuse,
67-58, and inspiring the masses to charge the Purcell Pavilion
floor and swallow their team
whole.
Martin, a senior, sidestepped
the surge but screamed himself hoarse nonetheless. A
young, retooling squad yanked
a preposterously talented,
hilariously deep 20-0 juggernaut back to cold, hard ground
and left everyone speechless
anyway.
“This is why you play,” Martin
said. “This is what you dream
about when you’re a little kid.
You watch this stuff on TV
growing up, fans rushing the
floor.”
To win its seventh victory
against a No. 1 team at home —
and the first since 1987 —Notre
Dame (12-8, 4-3 Big East) needed to play nearly flawless and
get help from the Orange (20-1,
7-1). They did on both counts.
The Irish shot 50 percent
overall and hit eight 3-pointers. They outrebounded the
Orange by 13. Meanwhile, Syracuse University sleepwalked
to every loose ball, scored zero
fast-break points and shot just
34 percent overall as starting
center and top rebounder Fab
Melo sat at home with what

ESPN reported as an academic
issue.
Thus Notre Dame built an
18-point first-half lead, used a
10-1 burst to rebuild a 17-point
second-half edge and then held
on through a seven-minute
scoring drought and foul trouble to do the improbable.
“It was just our will to win,”
guard Pat Connaughton said.
“They were looking to Big
Monday (at Cincinnati). They
checked us off before they started. We wanted to prove a point.”
That process began Tuesday. After a disheartening loss
at Rutgers, Brey illuminated the
opportunity ahead.
Do not, the Irish coach said,
treat Syracuse like just another
league game.
“This is a one-game shot for
a great memory,” Brey said.
“When you come back for
reunions 10 years from now,
and [assistant Martin] Ingelsby
is coaching and I’m in a walker,
you guys are going to talk about
this and you’re going to buy me
some beer.”
Then, Friday night, Notre
Dame viewed a video compilation of highlights from the
program’s past No. 1 upsets, six
in all. Brey also had film of big
plays from the current group
spliced in. Moving pictures,
indeed.
“They just gave us a feeling:
We can do that,” said center Jack
Cooley, who led the Irish with
17 points and 10 rebounds.
So they did. With a minute left, students positioned
themselves for the rush. As the
buzzer sounded, the Irish vanished into the madness.
Cooley was the last man off
the court — not before someone tried to steal his jersey off
his back — chased into the locker room by even more cheers.
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SAY “THANKS” WITH
F LOW E R S F R O M T H E
WISHING WELL. Local or
out-of-town delivery. 243
Neff Ave. 908-2333, online:
TheWishingWell.biz
BILLION DOLLAR COMPANY LAUNCHES NEW
WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM.
Be first to build your fortune
around this! Call Nancy at
540-746-3694.
LOOKING FOR ENTREPRENEURS WHO WANT
TO CREATE THEIR OWN
WEALTH. Is that you? FREE
training. NO risk. Call Wendy
540-246-4668
THE HEALING TOUCH
Relax~Rejuvenate~Revitalize
Massage, Facials, Makeup,
Waxing,
Spray Tanning 540.434.8892
1966 Evelyn Byrd harrisonburgmassage.com Specials
Online
LOW COST HORSE BOARDING, LEASING, LESSONS.
Lease from $50, board from
$100 month. Hunter and
Western. Call 540-833-2311/
info. www.rainydaystable.com
ROOF PAINTING/Seamless
Gutter and Roof Repair/ODDJOBS/DECKS/Lawn and Tree
Work
Don Landes (540)434-1174
Harrisonburg, VA.
M E E T T H AT S P EC I A L
SOMEONE!Join Now For Free
and Get a Chance to Win a
Free HDTV www.MyCustomMatch.com/js413

NEED A PHOTOGRAPHER?
Portraits, event photography,
and more. Contact Sarah at
sarahderrphoto@gmail.com.
ST U D E N TS W E LCO M E
TO FREE 1 TIME SAMPLE
DANCE CLASS @ Dance
& Company (next to Dave’s
Downtown) www.dancenco.
com
TUTORING: $20/hr subjects:
economics, biology, psychology, US and World history.
Credentials: Johns Hopkins
graduate work (ongoing).
justinloe (at) gmail.com

8 9 C H E V R O L E T S-1 0
automatic,A/C,inspected,
$1,250 call Don at
540-434-1174
PONY FOR FREE LEASE.
I’m too big now to ride
her! Call me for more info
540-428-6372

BARTENDING! $300/DAY
Potential No Experience Necessary Training Available
800-965-6520 EXT212
BUSINESS MARKETING
MAJORS. Work in Digital
Creative Agency in Harrisonburg working with local
businesses and big brands
www.wearefound.com
HELP WITH THE PAINT
MOVING AND CLEAN UP
Give me a call 540 4144341
540 4147896 thanks

CAREGIVERS NEEDED TO
SUPERVISE CHILDREN’S
GROUPS ON CAMPUS, May
28-June 3, after 3:40 p.m.
Minimum wage. Call w/ references: 540-810-3631.

LARGE 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE, 2 blocks
from campus, W/D, Available
6/17/12, $685/mo., www.dogwoodcommons.com/walnut.
html (540)433-1569

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY FOR ITALIAN
TRANSLATOR to work for
local firm with international
clients. Contact Liz at 540437-3728 or lworkman@
lee-and-assoc.com

UNIVERSITY TOWERS 717
MASON STREET. Next to
JMU. 2 bedroom, parking,
laundry, walk to Downtown.
Call Lori 540-820-6886. lori.
clouse@gmail.com

GUARANTEED INTERNSHIPS: 11 cities worldwide!
Email Stefan Peierls for more
information peierlst@dukes.
jmu.edu. “Like” the JMU
Dream Careers Facebook
page!
C O L L EG E H A N D B E L L
CHOIR AT ASBURY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
welcomes new and experienced ringers; Sundays, 3-4
PM. 434-2836, x3; www.asburyumc.cc
DANCE INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS FOR 2012-2013.
Experience/References required. Call-540-810-3631 or
433-7127

4BRM/4BA ALL PRIVATECAMPUS VIEW CONDOS
$470.00 furnished and utilities included start 8/15/12
434-7779 Pool and fitness
area
241 WEST VIEW ST. 7 Bedrooms 3 baths. $350 per
room available for Fall 2012.
Email: sstein@landlord4rent.
com

FOXHILL TOWNHOMES
AVAILABLE FOR 2012-13
YR! 4BR, 2BA, $395mo.
Contact Liz with Lee & Associates, (540)437-3728.

Questions? Call 568-6127

NAGS HEAD 4-MONTH
STUDENT SUMMER
R E N TA L S , M a y -A u g ,
seabreezerealty.com
SEEKING 4TH ROOMMATE
AT FOXHILL TOWNHOME.
Currently occupied by 3
males. Available immediately.
Contact Liz with Lee & Associates, (540)437-3728.
NOW AVAILABLE! 2/3BR
renovated downtown apartments on corner of W.
Wolfe/Chicago Ave. Contact
Liz at Lee & Associates.
540-437-3728.

UNIVERSITY FIELDS APT.
FOR RENT SPRING 2012.
First month rent FREE. $370
month. 3 male roommates.
contact fitzgefj@dukes.jmu.
edu

THREE GIRLS NEED ROOMMATE TO FILL AWESOME
DOWNTOWN HOUSE NEXT
YEAR! Beautiful place, only
$325 per month! Interested?
Email noble3sl@dukes.jmu.
edu.

FOR SALE: Updated 5bedroom in Old Town. 2188sqft.,
refinished hardwoods, new
carpet. 86 E. Grattan Street.
$289,500 5404350047 hullisaac@gmail.com

SUNCHASE APARTMENT
FOR SUBLEASE. $455/
month. Spring 2012 Semester. Email Laura at rosenbla@
dukes.jmu.edu for more
details.

FOXHILL TOWNHOME FURNISHED, 4-BR, 2-BA, 2 living
areas, W/D, AC, DW. Great
location! 8/12-7/13. $395/person. Call Craig 703-743-1757
Email jillcraig@comcast.net

ROOM FOR PERSONAL
BATHROOM AVAILABLE
FOR SUMMER RENTAL.
Rent is $464 including
utilities. Contact Sarko at
571-594-6209 for more
information.

1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE
IN 4 BEDROOM COPPER
BEECH TOWNHOME. January to the end of July. Contact
turneral@dukes.jmu.edu
8 PERSON HOUSE ON
SOUTH MAIN FOR RENT.
2012-2013 SCHOOL YEAR!
$326/$350 PLUS UTILITIES.
E-MAIL ERWIN2KM@DUKES.
JMU.EDU IF INTERESTED!

SIX BEDROOM HOUSE.
Wolfe St. Sweet. porch, basement. $365. 540-810-3632.
CAMPUSVIEW APARTMENT MAY 5-AUGUST 15,
2012. ONE ROOM, PRIVATE
BATH. UTILITIES AND FURNITURE INCLUDED $400/MO.
PRICE NEGOTIABLE. magnusen@dukes.jmu.edu

1 ROOMMATE TO FILL
4 - B E D R O O M CO P P E R
BEECH TOWNHOUSE FOR
SPRING-SUMMER 2012.
$339/month plus utilities
with fees covered. turneral@
dukes.jmu.edu
NEED SUBLEASE FOR
S O U T H V I E W A PA R TMENTS. Four bedrooms,
each with private bathroom.
Three other female roommates. $464/month including
utilities
3 BDRM, 11/2 BATH TOWNHOUSE, NEAR JMU, Aug.
2012, $975.00. University
Court.
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